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EXTENSION AND SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE
COINCIDENCE THEOREMS

BY

ZALMAN RUBINSTEINi1) AND J. L. WALSH(2)

I. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to provide a detailed proof of two

coincidence theorems which were introduced in [10], [11], and [12], and proved in

particular cases in [10] and [11]. These theorems are then applied to various prob-

lems concerning polynomials, exponential polynomials, and certain classes of

analytic functions, especially lacunary polynomials. In some cases these results

provide analytic proofs to some theorems hitherto treated geometrically.

II. Two lemmas. In this section the function f(w) = log ( 1 — w) will denote the

analytic branch defined in the open unit disk such that/(0) = 0. Unbounded regions

are assumed to contain the point at infinity.

Lemma 1. Let r>0; mk>0, k=l, 2,..., s; Jjc=y mk = n.

(a) If ak are complex numbers, \ak\ =r, then there exists a single-valued analytic

function a(z) defined for all \z\>r satisfying the relations

nKf'('-f)"
and \ct(z)\ Sr for \z\ >r.

(b) If in addition Tk = y mka'k = Q, for 1=1,2, ...,p, then \a(z)\Srp + 1/\z\p for

\z\>r.

Forp= 1 Lemma 1 was proved in [10, p. 355].

Proof. Let w=pel(t', 0<p< 1. On the circle \w\=p we have

= n-^O-Rew) > o.j 1 — w|a

Thus/(w) maps any disk [ w\ S p one to one onto a convex region R0. For a fixed z

(r<\z\<cc) the function/(w/z) maps the disk \w\Sr onto the convex region
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Rri\z\. Therefore there exists a unique value a(z) such that

and |a(z)| ^r. Since

[December

a(z) = z\ 1 — exp U ■» •*(>-?)
one deduces that a(z) has an analytic continuation to the region \z\ >r. Thus from

equation (1) follows part (a) of the lemma. To establish part (b) we notice that

»c» /       a \        1   »A -A
- 2 w*los ] ""7 = ; 2 WÄ+ ' ' ' +pz'p 2 m*<

fc»l \ z / z k = l k = l

+(PTW^ktxmkaPk+1+'''

-^r+7+ •••)"  "iFTT'

where *(z) is analytic in |z| > r. Applying equation (1) we have

a(z) = z[l-exp(*(z)/zp + 1)] = h(z)/zp,

where h(z) is analytic in |z|>r. For £>0 let Me = Maxui=r+e\h(z)\ and A/ =

Iim£_0 Me. We have

Mc ^ r(r + e)p.

Hence M^rp + \ Finally since MtSM for all £>0, \h(z)\ gM^rp + 1. This con-

cludes the proof of Lemma 1.

The following corollaries follow directly from Lemma 1.

Corollary 1. Ifmk=l, k=l, 2,.. .,s, then

(2) fl «>-«*) = O" «(*))*•
k=l

Corollary 2. // /?; (/= 1, 2,..., n) are complex numbers,  |/8y| ̂ /■, rnen rAere

exwrs a single-valued analytic function ß(z) defined for all \z\ <r satisfying

(3) nO-/SJ) = (z/S(z)-l)"n/3y

and\ß(z)\£l/rfor \z\<r.

If in addition 2 -i ßkl = 0,for l=l,2,...,p, then |/3(z)| -5 |z|p/rp + 1/<"' M <•*•

Proof. Apply Corollary 1 to znô(l/z), where Q(z) = \~[%x (*-&)■

Remark. It is known [9] that there exists an analogous relation to (2) replacing

«k by ßk and a(z) by ßx(z), such that \ßx(z)\tr for |z| <r. However for p~£ 1 this
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estimate cannot be improved to \ßy(z)\ = rp + 1/\z\p as the example Q(z) = z2 — 1,

r=p = \ßy(0)\ = l shows. The function a(z)=z[l-(l-z'2)112)] is analytic in

\z\ > 1 and satisfies \a(z)\ S M-1. On the other hand neither ß(z) = z + i(l-z2)112

nor b(z) = z—i(l —z2)112 defined and analytic for \z\<l is of modulus at least one

for all \z\ < 1. Indeed if for instance |j8(z)| ̂  1, then \b(z)\ S 1 but \b(0)\ = 1 and thus

we would have a contradiction to the maximum principle. We can therefore

conclude that ßy(z) cannot be analytic in any neighborhood of the origin. Actually

one verifies that

ßy(z) = ß(z),   Im z > 0,

= b(z),   Im z < 0,

= either ß(z) or b(z),   Im z = 0.

As we shall see below this difficulty is not encountered if the product of linear

factors is replaced by a weighted sum of other reciprocals.

Lemma 2.  With the notation of Lemma 1 we have

(a) If |afc|<r, then there exists an analytic function a(z) defined for all \z\>r

satisfying

mk        4r     mky    k = y

.-<-*   7—ct.. ¿-ik = l--«fc        k^yZ-a(z)

and \a(z)\ Sr for \z\ >r.

If in addition 2¡Ui mkalk = Q for 1=1,2,.. .,p, then

\a(z)\ S rp + 1/\z\",   for \z\ > r.

(b) If \ßk\^r, then there exists an analytic function ß(z) defined for all \z\<r

except possibly for at most s- 1 poles satisfying

V    rnk v     m,
¿   7-M:AyZ-ßk £yZ-ß(z)

and\ß(z)\^rfor \z\<r.

If in addition 2% = i rnkß;l = 0for 1=1,2,.. .,p, then

\ß(z)\ Z rp + 1/\z\p   for \z\ < r.

In the case p = 1, Lemma 2 was proved in [11, p. 355 and p. 365].

Proof, (a) Let z, \z\>r, be fixed. The function

*» = r^wTz

maps the disk |w| <r onto the interior of a circle which does not include the origin.

Thus the argument used in Lemma 1 shows that there exists a unique value a(z)

satisfying

«> zl
mk I

«¿ti l-ak/z       l-a(z)/z
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and |«(z)|<r. Let *(z) denote the left-hand side of (4). Then *(z) is analytic in

\z\>r, *(oo)= 1 and *(z)#0. It follows that

a(z) = z(l-l/*(z))

is analytic in the region \z\ >r.

To prove the second part of Lemma 2(a) we notice that

<Kz) = l\n+l-2 »»*«•+•••+= 2 m«a*+4n 2 ™x+i+---j
ri   V        ¿ ¡t=l ¿   k = 1 * Jc = 1 )

/it»= l+*
rP + lZ"

where/i(z) is analytic in |z| >/-. The function fti(z) defined by

zfx(z) hx(z)
a(z) = l+A(z)

is also analytic in \z\ >r and one proves that |Ax(z)| ̂ rp + 1 exactly as in Lemma 1.

(b) Under the hypotheses made the function g2(tv) maps the region |w| 7zr onto

the interior of a circle containing the origin. We can again conclude that there

exists a unique value ß(z) satisfying

(5) I y   m*   =_!_
y) n&l-ßjz      \-ß(z)/z

and \ß(z)\=r for \z\<r. Denote the left-hand side of (5) by *i(z). The function

*2(z)=z_1*x(z) is analytic in \z\ <r. It is also known [4, Theorem (4,2)] that the

zeros of *2(z) are the foci of the curve of class 5 - 1 which touches each line segment

ßjßk in a point dividing the line segment in the ratio mj/mk.

We conclude that the function

1
ß(z) = z-

Uz)

is analytic in \z\ <r, except possibly for at most s—\ poles at the zeros of *2(z).

To conclude the proof we write

*»- -At fk+* 2 *+■ •■+--- í I«- Í *+•••}"   Lk=lPt k=l Pk k=l Pk k = lPk J

= zp{bx+b2z+ ■■■} = zph2(z),

where h2(z) is analytic in \z\ <r and vanishes at most at j- 1 points. We have

1  zp+1h2(z)-l      h3(z)
/SO) =

h2(z)

where h3(z) is analytic in \z\ <r except possibly for at most 5—1 poles. Further-

more since h3(0)=-l/bx¥=0 and |A3(z)| ̂ r\z\p for \z\<r it follows that h3(z)^0
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in |z|<r. Applying the maximum principle to the function l/h3(z) one deduces

easily that |n3(z)| =rp + 1 for all \z\ <r. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.

Remark. It is clear that Lemmas 1 and 2 can also be applied with p = 0, by

regarding the additional conditions imposed on the ak and ßk as omitted.

III. Some applications of Lemma 1, to the location of zeros of sections of poly-

nomials. Lemma 1 can be conveniently applied to obtain results on the relative

location of zeros of polynomials obtained by various alterations from lacunary

polynomials. When p = 0 some of these results reduce to well-known results and

for p = 1 they do provide additional information as expected.

Theorem 1. If all the zeros of P(z)=a0+aqzq-\-hanzn, 1 <q<n, lie in the

region \z\~=r, then all the zeros of the polynomial Q(z) = a0+aqz'' + ■ ■ ■ +an.1zn~1

lie in the region \z\ = rx(q), where x(q) is the positive root of the equation x"+x— 1 =0.

Proof. We apply Corollary 2 to Lemma 1 with p=q—l to P(z). The result

follows after a short calculation.

When q= 1, x(l) = $ and the theorem reduces to a result due to Szegö [8].

The example

P(z) = (l-zf)m = l-mz"+ ■ ■ ■ +zqm

shows that the best value x0(q) of x(q) in Theorem 1 cannot exceed 2"llQ. Thus

x(q)Sxo(q)S2'llq. The question of determining x0(q) remains open.

The following result is obtained as above.

Theorem 2. If all the zeros of the polynomial P(z) = a0zn + aqzn~"-\-\-an lie

in the disk \z\ <r then all the zeros ofP(z) — an lie in the disk \z\ <r/x(q).

A repeated application of Theorems 1 and 2 leads to

Theorem 3. At least one zero of the polynomial

a0 + a,z" + aVlzvi-l-\-aVlez\

lSq<vy<v2< ■ ■ - <vk, aqaVk#0, lies on the annulus

xk(vk-vk_y) S \z\ S
i/«

■x(q)-«.

In this connection compare with a result due to Fejér [4, Corollary (34,1b),

p. 159].
The following two theorems deal with the location of zeros of polynomials

obtained from a given polynomial by suppressing alternate terms.

Theorem 4. If all the zeros of the polynomial

P(z) = a0 + aqz*+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn,       a0an #0,    1 S q S n

lie in the region \z\ är, then all the zeros of the polynomial P(z) + P( — z) lie in the

region \z\ >r(sin (Tr/2n))llq.
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Proof. If F(z0)+F(-z0) = 0, for some \z0\ <r, then by Corollary 2

(l-Zo/S(zo))" + (l+z0)3(-z0))" = 0.

For some e,,, e£ = — 1, we have

-°       ß(z0) + enß(-Z0)

Hence

.    .      |l-e,|r' .     .    TT     r"
1*1 = ^ £ sin Fw ̂p-r

Obviously no estimate of the above type can be obtained for P(z)—P( — z). However,

a dual result can be obtained by applying Theorem 4 to znQ(l/z). It is interesting

to note that if we set n = k(n)q(n), where k(n) is a bounded function of n, the zeros

of P(z)+P(—z) are in |z| ^r-£, e>0, for sufficiently large n.

In connection with Theorem 4 we might remark that by using a standard

argument involving the Szegö composition theorem we can prove that when q=\,

when

Q(z) = P(z) + P(-z),    for even n,

= P(z)-P(~z),    for odd«,

and the zeros of P(z) all lie in the annulus r£ \z\ £p, then all the zeros of Q(z) lie

in the region

r tan 0/2/7) ^ \z\ £ p ctg 0/2«)   for even n,

0 ^ \z\ = p ctg 0/n)     for odd n.

IV. Some applications of Lemma 2. Lemma 2 is particularly adaptable to

application with regard to the location of zeros of linear combinations of lacunary

polynomials and their derivatives.

Theorem 5. If P(z) = Y\l = i (*-«*), Ml -Si", 22_, 4 = 0, 1=1,2,...,p, then all
the zeros of the polynomial cP(z) — P'(z) lie in the union of the disk \z\ S r and the

lemniscate of radius r which possesses p foci at the origin and one at the point n/c.

It is convenient in this connection to consider a lemniscate with a focus at the point

at oo as the empty set.

Proof. If cF(zq)—F'Oo)=0 for some \z0\ >r, then by Lemma 2

Z0-a(z0)       ¿t'jZo-Ofc

Hence

(6) \z&z0-n/c)\ = |z0|p|«(z0)| i rp + 1.

Forp= 1, (6) was proved in [11, p. 357]. Similarly one deduces

Theorem 6. If P(z)=Ui-i 0-&), |&|fcr, 2¡UirV»0, 1=1, 2,. ..,p, then
all the zeros of the polynomial cP(z) — P'(z) lie in the exterior of the intersection of

the disk and lemniscate defined in Theorem 5.
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V. Estimate of the curvature of lemniscates. In the previous sections we did not

make use explicitly of the differential properties of the functions a(z) and ß(z). In

this section we shall apply this property to obtain several estimates on the curvature

of level curves of certain analytic functions and particularly the lemniscates.

Theorem 7. Let P(w) be a function (not necessarily a polynomial) defined in a

region containing 1 < |w| <oo and such that for \w\ > 1 the function P'(w)/P(w) has

the representation

(7)
P'(w) =        c

P(w)       w-g(w)"

where g(w) is analytic in \w\ > 1, \g(w)\ S 1 and c is a real constant.

Let Lu = {w\ \P(w)\=p., p,>0} and let K=K(w) be the curvature of La at a point

weLu, whenever it is defined. Then for |w| _ 3 the inequality

(8) |ei9/A:-wsignc| S 1

holds, where 9 is the argument of the exterior normal to Lu at the point w.

Proof. If w=f(z) is a univalent function which maps an arc of a circle \z\ =r

containing the point z onto a curve T in the iv-plane, then the curvature of T at the

point w is given by

|Re{l+z(/"(z)//'(z))}|,
K

W(z)\

see, e.g. [2]. Letting f=P~1 and applying (7) we obtain the following expression

for the curvature K(w) of Lu at the point w:

K(w) =

(9)

Now

P'(w)Rs(l-P(w)P"(w)
P(w)        {    (P'(w))3

Re(l-g'(w))\

a P(w)
6 = arg -577-4- = arg

P (w)

Inequality (8) can thus be written

w-g(w)

w-g(w)

w-g(w)
arg(w-g(w)) + argc.

Re(l-g'(w))
exp (/ arg (w—g(w))) — w

w-g(w)

\l-Reg'(w)\
— w

s 1,

s 1.

Since \g(w)\ < 1 in |w| > 1 we have

<'0) liW s IñjfíC;
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see, e.g. [5, p. 168]. Inequality (10) implies that |g'(w)|ál for |w|^<v/2. It is

therefore sufficient to show that

|n'Reg'(wO-gOf)| <

l-Reg'(w)       =

for |m'| 2:3.

Applying inequality (10) we have

l-Reg'(w) g; l-|g»|

>1_i-MiOif
= |w|2-l

|w|2 + lg(H')|2-2
=  -i—Í2-ï-'

and

1 -Ip(iv)I2
\wReg'(w)-g(w)\ ï \wg'(*)\ + \g(w)\ ^ |h-|    [wf_j' +\g(w)\

(H-\g(w)\)(l + \w\ \g(w)\)
\w\2-l

Thus inequality (8) will hold if

(M-l-tWIXi+M |g(H')|) ú |Mi2+|gO)|2-2

or equivalently if

\w\2-\w\(l + \g(w)\)Z 2+\g(w)\.

Since |g(M')| Ú I the last inequality holds obviously for all |m'| = 3. This completes

the proof of Theorem 7.

Corollary 3. // w e Lu, \ w\ ̂  3, c> 0 (c < 0), then :

(a) The interior (exterior) normal intersects the unit disk and the radius of curva-

ture lies between the two segments obtained by joining w with the two points (which

may coincide) of intersection of the normal with the unit circumference.

(b) In particular the center of curvature lies in the unit disk (or in its reflection

in w).

(c) The curvature K(w) satisfies the inequalities

T-T^-r = K(w) ^ FT-r-|w| + l |w| — 1

Using a calculation similar to that performed in the proof of Theorem 7 we can

additionally prove:

Theorem 8. IfweL^, then

(a) K(w) =£ j^j   if \w\>l
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and

\w\3-2
(b) K(w) Z ..      '   '    .   |J_|,    if\w\ = y/2.

J ([vv|2 — l)(|w| -I-1) '   '

Proof, (a) By (9) we have

■ . i-k('v)[2

K(w) < } + lg»l <       Ma-i   .   IH2-|g(w)l2   <    l
¡w| — 1     =        |w|-l (|w|2-l)(|w|-l) = |w|-l

(b) U\w\Zy/2

K(W) > l-\8'(»>)\ > \w\3 + \g(w)\3-2

A(W} =     M + l     = (|w|»_ix|w| + l)

H2-2
= (|w|2-l)(|w| + l)"

Corollary 4. //"an arc ofL^ lies in {w\ \ w\ > \/2), then this arc does not have any

inflection points.

In the particular case when c>0 and ¿„ are lemniscates Corollary 3 follows also

from two theorems due to Shaffer [7, Theorems 3 and 4], where inequality (8) is

deduced for a region containing {w| | vvj S 3} but where the number 3 cannot be

replaced by a smaller number. However, Corollary 3(c) combined with Theorem 8

contains three out of the four estimates of Theorem 4 in [7]. In addition our

Corollary 4 is identical with Corollary 1 in [7], which in turn implies Corollaries

2-4 of [7, p. 66]. We thus conclude that the analytic method which is applicable to

a wide class of functions even though it does not yield the strongest possible

results in the case of lemniscates is sufficient to yield exact results concerning the

sufficient conditions for the convexity of lemniscates. Furthermore, our method

provides stronger results when applied to lacunary polynomials, for which we have

Corollary 5. Let P(w) = Yli = i (w — "k)m", where \ak\ S 1 and mk are positive

integers. If2i = i m^-0, /= 1, 2,...,/?, p^ 1, then for \w\>l

(») (\w\2p-p\w\p-1-l)\w\p \w\p^+p

W (|w|2p-I)(klP + 1+l)   =    K > = \w\(\w\p + 1-l)

(b) The lemniscates Lu are convex if they are contained in the region \w\ >r(p),

where r(p) is the largest positive root of the equation x^—px"'1— 1 =0.

The right-hand inequality in (a) coincides with the right-hand inequality in

Corollary 3(c) for /?=0 and is sharper than the latter for all p- 1. The left-hand

inequality in (a) is stronger than the inequality of Theorem 8(b) for p=l. As

regards Corollary 5(b) one can easily show that r(p)S(p+ 1)1,<P + 1) and r(2)SV2

so that the estimate for lacunary polynomials is always sharper than for arbitrary

polynomials.
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Proof. By   Lemma   2   we   have   \g(w)\ S |h'|~p   for    |w|>l.   The   function

f(w)=g(l/w) is analytic for |w| < 1 and has the expansion

oo

fi(w) = 2 o*»*-
k = p

Also \f(w)\ < 1 for \w\ < 1. Therefore by a theorem due to Goluzin [1, p. 290]

\f'(w)\ S f!qÇ(l-|/M|2)   for \w\ < 1

Plw]"'1

or equivalently

\s'(w)\ í (apnO-l^')!2) for M > !•

Now by (9), Lemma 2 and the last inequality

k(W\ > \-\s'(")\ > |Hp(lwl"-j>klp"1-0
= M + liMI =    (|m1p + 1+1)(|w|2p-1) '

In particular K(w) > 0 for |w| > r(p). To complete the proof we notice that by (9)

\P'(w)   P"(w)\K(w) S

Applying the inequality

P(w)    P'(w).

P'(w)   P"(w)    1

P(w)    P'(w)   w

from [6, Theorem 3], we obtain

<_£±i_,
= |m'|(|h'|p + 1-1)

K(w) < _E±l_+± =     \W\P + 1+P   .
|h'KI»'Ip + 1-1)    \w\      |m>|(|m'|p + 1-1)

This completes the proof.

VI. Sufficient conditions for the stability of exponential polynomials. Recently,

Krall [3], has pointed out that there are no suitable techniques to determine

whether or not an exponential polynomial of the form

(11) F(z) = zn + azn~1+-Keiee-"(zm + bzm'1+ ■ ■ ■),

where 0<t, 0<K, and OSO (a, b, etc. are complex constants), is stable, i.e., all its

zeros have negative real parts. He proves, among other things, that only for m < n,

or for m=n and A^< 1 has the function F(z) a finite number of zeros with positive

real parts.

The purpose of this section is to give a sharp estimate for the real part of the

zeros of F(z) for mSn, and to indicate a criterion of stability if in addition K< 1.

Theorem 9. Let F(z) be as in (11), mSn. Suppose that the polynomial P(z) =

zn + azn~1+ ■ ■ ■ has all its zeros in the disk \z\ Srx, and that the polynomial Q(z) =
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zm + bzm~1-\-has all its zeros in the disk \z\$r2. Let R, R>rx, satisfy the

inequality:

(12) log [(R- rx)n/(R+r2T] + rR^ log K;

then all the zeros of F(z) lie in the half-plane Rez^R.

Proof. By Corollary 1, equation (11) can be written in the form:

(13) F(z) = (z-ay-Keiee-"(z-ß)m,

where |a(z)|<rx, and \ß(z)\£r2. If F(z0)=0, with Re z0>R, then

Ke-<* > Ke-«"o = |z0-«|"/|z0-^|'™ ^ (\z0\ -rx)»/(\z0\+rar
K   } à (/?-r1)n/(/?+r2r.

Since, for m^n, (x—rx)n/(x + /-2)m is an increasing function of x for rx <x, we get a

contradiction to (12) which proves the theorem.

The estimate of the theorem is sharp, as the example :

9 = 0,   P(z) = (z-Zly,    Q(z) = (z-z2Y,    (rx-r2r>0,

shows, since in this case F(z) has a real zero greater than rx, for which both sides

of equation (12) are equal.

Corollary 6. If F(z), P(z), and Q(z) are as in Theorem 9, but if the zeros of

P(z) and Q(z) lie in the disks \z—c\ ^rx and \z—c\^r2 respectively, and if Re c

<—R<—rx, where R satisfies the inequality:

(15) log [(R-rx)n/(R+r2r] + T(R + Rec) £ log K,

then the exponential polynomial F(z) is stable.

This is shown by applying Theorem 9 to the function F(z + c). It follows that the

zeros of F(z+c) satisfy Re z-¿ R, hence Re (z+c)^ F+Re c£0.

For n = m, inequality (15) could be satisfied only if K< 1, which is in accordance

with the general theorems in [3].

As in the previous sections somewhat sharper results can be obtained if the

polynomials defining F(z) are lacunary.

VII. Domains of starlikeness and convexity for lacunary polynomials. This

section deals with a sharp estimate of the largest disks about the origin in which all

lacunary polynomials P(z) of degree n normalized by F(0)=0, F'(0)= 1 are starlike

or convex.

Theorem 10. Let P(z)=z+apz"-\-+anzn, an#0, n~¿p^2, and let zx, z2,...,

zn-x andz'x, z'2,..., zn-i denote the nonvanishing zeros ofP(z) andP'(z) respectively.

Then

(a) P(z) is convex in the disk \z\ <¡/7i"1/<p-1), where r= Minx<fcS„_x \z'k\.
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(b) P(z) is starlike with respect to the origin in the disk \z\ Spn'11^'", where

p = Min1Sk<n_y \zk\.

(c) The limits in (a) and (b) are attained by the polynomial P(z) = z—zn/n, p=n.

Proof. We apply Lemma 2(b) with p replaced by p — 2 to the polynomials P(z)

and P'(z). We then have

where \z\ <r and \a(z)\ = rp~1/\z\p~2. It follows that

Re(l+Zaa,_ ml
\ P (z)J r"    l\z\p  2— \z\

.    (11-1)1*1'-*
rp-i_|z|P-r

Thus

Re(l+zP"(z)/P'(z)) = 0

ifi*-1~«|r|»-1èO. Similarly

ReKJ).He(1+|Ä)

and the calculation is the same as above replacing z'k by zk. For the extremal

polynomial we have

,    _    /  P"(z)\      _    l-nz""1

l_zn-l
-»-

1-iT

and by substituting £ = zn_1, one shows easily that the above mentioned disks are

the largest possible disks for which P(z) is convex and starlike respectively.

Corollary 7. Let P(z)=z+apzp-\-ha„zn, an^0, 2SpSn, and let r and p be

defined as in Theorem 10. Then P(z) is univalent in the disk

\z\ S n-mp-»M&\(r,p).

In particular r £ pn~ll(p~", p£rn~ V(3"l\ that is

„-1KP-D g rjp £ „1KP-D.

The right-hand inequality is sharp for all n, and the upper bound is attained for

pn(z)=z—zn/n. The left-hand inequality is not sharp for the case p = 2.
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VIII. Application of §11 with arbitrary center of gravity of the afc. Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2 have shown themselves quite useful [9]—[12] in studying zeros of poly-

nomials ; they are now to be generalized and applied by making further use of a

possible arbitrary center of gravity of the points ak. From Lemma 2(a) there

follows without difficulty [11]

Theorem 11. Suppose we have \ak-a0\^r, mk>0, 3 = imfc=l, \z—aQ\>r. If

z is a zero of the equation

yj^ = A,    a*o,
¿Ti*-«*

then we have also

(16) \z-(a0+ l/A)\ Sr.

Use of Lemma 2(b) instead of Lemma 2(a) yields [12]

Theorem 12. If in Theorem 11 we have 22-i mkak = a0, then we may replace (16)

by

(17) \(z-a0)[z-(a0+l/A)]\ Z r2.

We no longer require henceforth that the center of gravity of the weighted points

ak be the center of the disk |z| á 1 containing the points ak and shall prove

Theorem 13. Suppose we Have M = L m<c>0, l,k=i tnk=l, 2£ = i mkak=a0,

\z\ > 1. If z is a zero of

(is) œ. = a (# o),   p(z) = n (z-«*)m*.
"(z) fc=-l

then we have

(19) \*-l/A\ S ViNffi
\Z\ + \a0\

If a0 = 0, Theorem 13 is equivalent to Theorem 12. We note that in Theorem 13

we have |a0| < 1, |ot(r)| < 1 except in the single case afc = a0 for all k, a case that can

be treated readily by itself.

Henceforth we give proofs only for the case |a0| < 1. To prove Theorem 13, we

notice as in [12] that if \z\ > 1 and z satisfies (18), then the function

a(z)-a0

ßi2) - T^ajz)

is analytic for \z\ > 1 with (by Lemma 2) \a(z)\ < 1, |/3(z)| < 1 and hence (compare

[11]) a(oo) = a0, /S(oo) = 0. Schwarz's Lemma then asserts |/3(z)| ̂  l/|z| whence by

use of various algebraic inequalities related to linear transformations of the complex

variable,

(20) \a(z)\ á Yzllidf-
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Equation (18) can be written

ÍM = t -^- - A        -i— = A        z-l = «(r)
P(z)      ¿lZ-ak-A>       z-a(z)     A'       Z   A     aU)

and (19) follows from (20).

If we modify (18) so that .4 = 0, all zeros of the modified equation lie in the

closed unit disk, which is essentially the well-known theorem of Lucas relative to

the zeros of the derivative of a polynomial.

The locus of z as defined by (19) with the sign " = " replaced by " = " is an

algebraic curve of which the part exterior to the unit disk lies in the open disk

\z—l/A\<l, since the second member of (19) is less than unity when |z|>l.

However, we have

Corollary 8. Suppose in Theorem 13 we have q>0, \z\ = l+q+q\a0\, and

equation (18). Then we have

(21) \z-l/A\ S(l+q\«0\)/(l+q);

the second member of (21) is clearly less than unity.

For brevity we shall omit the proof. Theorem 12, Theorem 13, and the Corollary 8

all represent an improvement, in some sense, over Theorem 11.

Theorems 11-13 are wholly analogous to a different situation [10].

Theorem 14. Suppose \ak\ _ 1 for k—1,2,...,rr with J.k = yak = na0. If the

constant C is arbitrary we set
n

p(z) = \\(z-ak)-C.
k=l

Then for \z\ ^ 1 all zeros ofp(z) lie in the n sets of regions (as Clln takes all n values)

\z\[\z-Clln\-\*0\]+\ao\ Iz-C1"1!  S   1.

We omit the proof of this theorem which follows along the same lines as the

proof of Theorem 13.
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